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1 Introduction

The major purpose of this research is to study cooperative planning for multi-

agent systems in time-critical environment. The RoboCup simulator league is

the most interesting target for our research.

In Arti�cial Intelligence, problem solving is to transit state from initial state

to goal state. There are two types of planning, namely deliberative planning and

reactive planning. The former is to �nd all series of action before it really acts.

So deliberative planning requires much computation resources. And it has also

a problem of poor adaptability to dynamic environment. On the other hand,

reactive planning has a good adaptability, but in many cases, it doesn't select

the best choice, and it needs more optimization. So there is a potent trade-o�

problem in this two types of planning.

To solve this problem, we propose three layers planning, Strategy, Group, and

Individual. Strategy Layer planninng determines global team strategy dependent

to opponent team model. For example agents select team formation and action

algorism, and it also determines a policy of management to use stamina. In Group

Layer, an agent makes cooperative planning among a few teammates. In this

layer agents are assigned a dynamic role, such as ball handler or support player.

Dynamic role change are triggered by their own recognition of the current state,

because of taking account robustness. The agent which �nds a chance becomes

a planner. In Individual layer, agents behave reactively according to upper layer

decision, such as team formation, dynamic roles or cooperative plans.

As a result, our 11Monkeys utilizes this three layers planning and we won

the championship of the simulator league Japan Open '99. And we �nished the

simulator league of the RoboCup'99 Stockholm in 4th place.

2 Team Development

Team Leader: Kinoshita

Team Members:

Shuhei Kinoshita

{ Keio University

{ Japan

{ Master Student

{ attend the competition
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3 Three Layers Planning Approach

In Arti�cial Intelligence, problem solving is to transit state from initial state to
goal state. There are two types of planning, namely deliberative planning and
reactive planning. The former is to �nd all series of action before it really acts.
So deliberative planning requires much computation resources. And it has also
a problem of poor adaptability to dynamic environment. On the other hand,
reactive planning has a good adaptability, but in many cases, it doesn't select
the best choice, and it needs more optimization. So there is a potent trade-o�
problem in this two types of planning.

To solve this problem, we propose three layers planning, Strategy, Group,
and Individual.

3.1 Strategy Layer

Strategy Layer covers all teammates. In this layer Agents select their formation,
tactics, and decide the policy of resource management. These must be decided
depending upon opponent model. Static role assignment is done in this layer.
Static Role is a role set, like Goalie, Defensive Half, etc. There are many types
of team styles, indeed. So we need to adapt them e�ectively, but this is not
implemented now.

3.2 Group Layer

Group Layer planning include about three or four teammates in local state
near ball. In group layer agents are assigned a Dynamic Role like, ball handler,
supporter.

A agent who �nds the chance, can be a reactive cooperative planner. If there
are no fatal condition to execute the plan, agreement will be done, and plan in
group level can be executed.

3.3 Individual Layer

Individual Layer planning covers only 1 vs. 1 state. Agent selects most suitable
pre-planned module. There are fatal condition, which agents withdraw his plan
in every simulation step. For example agent cannot �nd pass course in defense
area, he makes a decision of clearing ball.

4 System

The system of each agent is represented in Fig. 1. When an agent is created, he
gets a common formation and is assigned one of static role in Formation/Static
Role Module. In Interpreter Module he parses many sensor information from
soccer server[1]. And then he updates world model. Next in O�ense/Defense,
Dynamic Role Module he make a decision of o�ense or defense, and he get a
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Fig. 1. Agent system

dynamic role, like ball handler. Next he selects one of abstract plan out of coop-
erative plans and individual plans. Then the plan is transformed into a primitive
command in Plan Executor Module. At last in External Behavior Module the
primitive command is sent. We uses the low level skill of CMunited'98[?, cmu]

5 Dynamic Role Assignment

Role is necessary for autonomous agents. If agents don't have any role, agents
behave sel�sh. In many cases roles were allocated statically. It was not so exible.
We use dynamic role assignment system. We call dynamic roles as `Player with
ball" or \Player for support". In our team, dynamic role number is six. In o�ense
mode there are three roles, and in defense mode there are also three roles. At
�rst agents autonomously make a judgment of o�ense mode or defense mode.
Next agent most suitable player to catch ball is allocated "Player near the ball".
If in defense mode "Player near the ball" is named "First Defender". If in attack
mode "Player with ball" is named "First Attacker".

Offense Mode

First Attacker Player with Ball

Second Attacker Player who supports First Attacker

Third Attacker Other Players

Defense Mode

First Defender Player near ball
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Second Defender Player who supports First Defender

Third Attacker Other Players

That is agent selects autonomously the most suitable role of the six. He does

not depend on others in making the decision. In order to take into accounts

robust. The moment one player catch the ball, the others' roles automatically

change.

6 Reactive Planning Mechanism

There are little time for deliberative planning, because there exists an opponent

team. So an agent should select his plan reactively.

In this research, there are two steps in reactive planning.

{ abstract-planning
{ re-planning & plan-execution

7 conclusion

11Monkeys utilizes three layers planning and we won the championship of the

simulator league Japan Open '99. And we �nished the simulator league of the

RoboCup'99 Stockholm in 4th place.

Table 1. The Result of 11Monkeys in RoboCup '99 Stockholm
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